World Model Expo 2022
WORKSHOP OUTLINE
Patrick Masson
Sculpting a bust from a concept
Friday July 1
14:30-18:30
Skill Level: Intermediate-Advanced
Price: € 53
The course will be a practice in sculpting a bust starting from a concept. We’ll focus on doing the main volumes
and sketching the details. Patrick will give you the base knowledge and hand you the information to finish it
later.
Students will be given some Fimo clay, a cork and an armature to work on.
You will need to bring sculpting tools according to your preference, a scalpel, a razor blade, some pliers a
paintbrush and clay shaper. Please check the suggestions in the pictures attached on the website.
The WME organizers will provide some small materials like water cups, paper towels, etc.
We provide powerstrips but we do not provide desk lamps or extension cords, Please bring your own, and
remember that we have Euro plugs and 230V. So for non EU-participants it might be necessary to bring a plug
adapter.

Payment
• Participants are requested to purchase a workshop ticket to take part in the workshops. For each
workshop there is a different ticket. Payment is required upon ordering the ticket. We do not issue
invoices.
• Show admission tickets are not included in the price of the workshop. Please purchase your admission
tickets separately, either online or at the ticket counters at the show. Workshop tickets are only valid
upon presentation of an admission ticket.
Cancellations and refunds policy
• We guarantee that participants will be 100% refunded, minus possible banking or PayPal charges, in
case of cancellation by the teacher.
• We do not refund in case you have to cancel or are unable to attend, but it is allowed to transfer your
workshop tickets to another person.
• All general terms for tickets apply
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